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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
I . INTRODUCTION 
In 1965 there were 1,282,386 Americans in prisons, in reforma-
tories, on parole, or on probation for having violated the law. In 1975 
there will be 1,841,000 (Task Force on Corrections, 1967a) . American 
correctional sys terns ' \-Torkers on an average day see 1 , 300,000 "clients." 
The systems' annual admission rate is 2,500,000. Their operating 
budgets exceed a billion dollars. More than one quarter of the offenders 
are juveniles. 
President Lyndon Johnson's commission on law enforcement and 
administration of justice in 1967 presented him with a 222-page volume 
on corrections citing the above figures. The report's 97-page data 
summary failed to include hmv many of this mass of offenders wer e in 
fact being "corrected . 11 
The same commission submitted to Johnson a 428-page Task Fo~ 
ReRort: Juvenile Del:h_nquency and Youth .Crime , \vhich included vast 
amounts of data on the processing of youthful offenders, but l ess than 
five pages on rehabilitative treatment as such . The gist of those five 
pages (1967b:121-t): " If limitless funds were available ..• we \vould 
still have limited success because of our present state of knowledge 
about de.vi;mt human behavior. 11 
Numerous r eports cite how many offenders are not corrected . 
1 
The California Youth Aut hority in 1964 and 1965 releas ed 16,499 court 
wards from confinement in institutions to parole in the connnunity . By 
December 31, 1970, 62.8 percent of them had been arrested for new 
violations (Department of the Youth Authority, 1971:36). A five-year 
Youth Authority research project compared r esults of treatment in a 
20- bed unit with results in a 50- bed unit, each unit having the same 
number of treatment staff. Three years afte r the wards' releas es on 
parole , 80 per cent of both groups , the intensively treated and the 
moderately treated , had had their parole revoked for committing new 
offenses (Jesness , 1965 : 90) . Sta te prison sys tems commonly report 
pris one r r e turn rates higher than 40 percent (Glaser , 1964:13). 
2 
Corrections is a r el a tive ly ne\oT science, if it ye t can be 
called a s ci ence . Only gra dually has i t shifted from an emphasis on 
punitive cus tody to a kind of begrudging concern for r ehabilitation 
(Vinter and Janowitz, 1959:119). Two prominent criminologis t s in a 
1966 revi sion of their popular text, Principles_ of Criminol ogy, decided 
they had no a uthor i t y to change their earlier written, blanke t 
sta tement: " .•. t here is no available proof tha t the change toward 
t reatment methods has eithe r i ncreased or decr eased crime rat es" 
(Sutherland and Cressey, 1966 : 369) . The Na tional Council on Cri me and 
Delinqueney (1967:5) in a s urvey for the president ' s commission on l aw 
enforcement, wrot e : "Cor rection seems to have been l ess dependent on 
organized fact than any other American enterprise interes t ed in 
continued growt T1 and s uppor t . " 
This l ack of attention to p r ofess iona l compe t ence has kept the 
var i ous sys t ems s t aggering under lmge caseloads , but has not de t erred 
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individual experimenters. They have been at work all over the country 
(McCorkle, Elias and Bixby, 1958; Empey and Rabow, 1961; Craft, 
Stephenson, and Granger, 1964; Beuhler, Patterson, and Furniss, 1966; 
Grant and Warren, 1963; Jesness, 1965 and 1969) . Almost 'vith.out 
exception the studies point to better ways, although none of their 
conclusions is final; and all the reports end with a call for more 
research. None of the studies presents data that are sufficiently 
convincing to suggest that any one treatment method holds the most 
promise . 
There is no dearth of methodologies to try . The studies 
cited above used (1) guided-group interaction, (2) authoritarianism 
vs. self-government, (3) behavior modification, (4) community vs. 
institutional trea tment, (5) small group vs . large group, and (6) 
differential treatment for wards of various personality-integration 
levels . This investigator has been in corrections since 1958 and has 
known colleagues to "discover", and convert to: the client-centered 
counseling of Carl Rogers, the psychodrama of J . L. Moreno , Fritz 
Perls' s ges talt therapy, :t-laxwell Jones ' s therapeutic community, 
Albert Ellis ' s ratic.nal-emotive therapy, the reality therapy of 
William Glasser , Eric Berne's transactional analysis, B. F . Skinner's 
behavior modification, psychoanalytic therapy, various forms of 
sensitivity, T and encounter groups , and grab bags of bits and pieces 
of several of these at once . Among corrections people who t ake 
treatment serious ly , ecl ecticism runs rampant. Not having an academic 
discipline of its mvn, corrections attracts gradua t es from school s of 
sociology, psychology, social work, education, criminology , law, 
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anthropology and public administration, the relatively allied fields. 
This researcher also knows business administration, English, chemistry, 
drama, and physical education majors who are in the field of correctional 
work. It is a profession in need of both theoretical and practical 
disciplines. 
Hhat is a worker to do, exactly, if he 1.s to turn delinquents 
into non--delinquents? That is the field 1 s major problem. Researchers 
have yet to come close to answer1.ng this question, but a body of fact 
appears to be grmv-ing. 
II. THE PROBLEM 
Carl F. Jesness, Ph.D., (1965) a research psychologist with the 
California Youth Authority, had been working on the problem of converting 
delinquents to non-delinquents since 1959, the year he began the Fricot 
Ranch Study. His hypothesis then \<laS that the rehabilitation of 
institutionalized delinquents could be better accomplished in small 
living units where higher staff-to-boy ratios would allmo1 for more 
intensive treatment. The hypothesis held up. The wards in the smaller 
units w·ere much better behaved than the wards in the larger; and they 
did better on parole, too, for quite mo1hile . As the months passed, the 
experimental wards \<lere eventually being returned to corrections 
institutions at the same rate as the controls , but probably because the 
institutional treatment had worn off, and parole treatment was not 
intensive enough . The study 1 s findings suggested 11 • • • that only \olhen 
a total commitment i s made to treatment and when sub programs are 
evaluated using more sophisticated research designs that take account of 
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many possible variations in subject, milieu, and treater, will measurable 
treatment outcomes be demonstrated" (Jesness, DeRisi, McCormick, and 
Wedge , 1972: 2). 
Jesness's next project, the Preston Typology Study, tested the 
hypothesis that segregating adolescent offenders according to the ir 
"interpersonal maturity level" (known as !-level) would lead to the 
development of unique treatment strategies for each l evel (Jesness and 
Wedge , 1970; Jesness , 197la). Results showed that corrections personnel 
could classify wards by ! - level , could develop what appeared to be 
appropriate methods for each level, and could have better results in 
institutiona l-behavior management. And again, the experimental subjects 
did better on parole, for awhile . 
J esness concluded that one weakness in the !-level approach 
l\Tas the absence of clearly defined s trategi es for behavior change . 
The sys tem helped to explain how various classifications of s ubj ect s 
reacte.d to the w·orld around them, but it did not include an explicit 
theory of hm11 to change their behavior. Behavior changes seemed to be 
the 1:esults of the individual counselors ' capacities to influence 
individual clients positively or nega tively, but the treatment and change 
processes ·Here not clear. The obvious need for systematic treatment 
methodologies l ed to the adoption, during the Preston study, of two 
approaches, behavior tnodification and transactional analysis , both of 
which shmved promise. Perhaps an ambitious and vigorous t esting of 
these two lo~ould clearly expose the processes of change , and perhaps 
demons tra t e that some wards do be tter l<Tith a psychodynamic mode l, 
while other \<Tar ds do be tter \vith a conti ngency-contracting model. 
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Jesness's Youth Center.Research Project (YCRP) examined these 
possibilities (Jesness, et al., 1972). The study compared the results 
of the t\v-o apparently disparate but accepted treatment methodologies, 
transactional analysis (TA) and behavior modification (B Mod). This 
researcher \v-as the consultant and principal trainer in the Youth 
Authority school, 0. H. Close, selected for the psychodynamic model 
(TA). An adjacent but physically separate school, Karl Holton, used 
B Mod. 
The major hypotheses of the study were: 1) TA would be more 
suitable for the so-called "higher-maturity" wards; 2) behavior 
modification would be better for the "lower-maturity11 ; and 3) wards 
who said they wanted to change would do better with the insight-oriented 
TA. There were no hypotheses regarding treater characteristics, but 
enough data emerged to analyze, ex post facto, whether treater competence 
was a significant variable. That was the problem this study attempted 
to resolve . Should. the field of corrections, when recruiting, tra ining, 
and assigning correctional counselors, pay closer attention to the 
candidates' potential for becoming effective treat ers , rather than mere 
custod1aas , or conf1dants, or managers of wards? 
Results of the Youth Center Research Project v7ere almost equally 
* favorable for each of the t\vo schools. The parole·-violation rates of 
the wards released from both institutions dropped from 43 percent to 31 
percent, a considerable improvement when compared >vith the two control 
California Youth Authority schools' (Paso Robles and Nelles) continuing 
failure rate of 46 percent. These figures we r e for t\velve-month 
*For a s ummary (McCormick, 1973) of that study, see Appendix A. 
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parole-exposure periods. But the study's major hypotheses were not 
verified. · The more mature youths did not do better with TA than with 
B Mod, and the lmver-maturity wards did no better \vith B Hod. In fact, 
one classification of higher-maturity wards did a little better with 
B Mod, and some lower-maturity wards did better with TA. But all levels 
did fairly '\-lell \-lith either systems , regardless of whether or not the 
wards declared themselves to be in need of chang~. 
Whether those results would endure for more than tHelve months 
was still in question as of this writing. The data were to be evaluated 
for years to come. In the meantime, an important question not answered 
in the 1972 report \vas: \vere there any interaction effects between the 
three major variables : trea tment method, maturity level of \vards, and 
treater competence? 
III. THE HYPOTHESIS 
An answer to that question might help resolve some of the 
problems of recruiting, training, and assigning of correctional 
counselors, and of assigning wards to appropriate treatment programs. 
The Fricot Ranch Study, Preston Typology Study, and the Youth Center 
Research Proj ec t all helped to establish that institutional treatment 
programs were improvable, whether staff used behavior modificat ion or 
transactional analysis . Clear-cut interaction effects between method , 
maturity leve l of subjects, and treater competence might help further 
to clarify whether or not both approaches , the psychodynamic and the 
behavioral, required the same amount of investment in staff training 
and supervis ion. If treater compe tence '\-7as not a particular ly 
significant variable with some kinds of wards, but was with others, 
training and supervision of staff need n.o t be equally intensive for 
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all treatment units. If good behavior modification treatment was 
possible with staff rated as average, \vhile good transactional analysis 
was possible only with staff rated above-average, then it might profit 
corrections to invest ln B Hod rather than in TA for some kinds of 
offender populations. Questions like these could perhaps be answered 
by studying the interaction effects. 
This investigator's hypothesis \vas that treater competence v10uld 
prove to be a significant variab le regardless of the treatment method 
used, B Hod or TA, and regardless of the I-level classification of the 
ward. The Youth Center Research Project had already shovm that both 
methods were superior to the control schools' traditional approaches 
with all !-levels . Some I-level classifications appeared to do someHhat 
better v7ith one or the other of the tHo methods, but t hese differences 
were not so great as to suggest. unquestionable s uperiority of either 
method with any one I-level classification . This investigator, after 
looking at the fairly good results among all l evel s in both systems , 
hypothesized that the treater- competence variable was probably the most 
crucial. If thi.s hypothes i s he ld up, the f i eld of corrections might 
want to use the f:i.nding as a significant one \vhen considering \<Jhere to 
invest. Staff training and supervision might merit much more money 
and effort than have traditionally been spent. 
The vast amount of data accumulated in the four·-year YCRP made 
possible an analysis--of-variance study with l arge e nough groups of 
experimental subjects for. each of the twelve cells in the two-by-two-
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by--three analysis (two treatment methods, TA and B Mod; t'vo maturity 
levels, higher and lower; and three l evels of treater competence, high, 
middle and low). 
IV. LIMITATIONS 
Major limitations in this study had to do with: (1) the 
ques tion of validity of the treat er ratings; (2) the absence of 
inter-rater reliability figures for one of the t'vo schools; and (3) 
the necessity of using institutional-behavior ratings alone, rather 
than in conjunction with parole-pel:formance data, as the criterion of 
treatment effectiveness. 
This las t limitation meant that for this researcher's s tudy 
he could not use the YCRP's control subjects as his controls, because 
they 'mre not rated on institutional behavior but only on their parole 
performance. He would be able to compare his experimental subjects 
only ,,1ith one another, not with any controls, and only on ins titutional 
behavior, not paro l e performance. 
The YCRP's fairly satisfactory inter-rater reliability figures 
(f r om the one school t hat did compute them) did not of course, guarantee 
the ratings' predictive validity. Hhichever three supervisors or 
superiors were believed to be most familiar with a counsel or ' s work 
confidentially rated that counselor's competence as a treater. The 
validity of these ratings \vas construct and face, rather than predictive. 
(Cf. Chapter 3). Should this study's hypothesis not be verified, the 
failure could be because t he raters di d not knmv a competent treater 
'"he n they saw ·one , rather than because the hypothesis '"as false. This 
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limitation did not appear to make the study a futile one . On the 
contrary, s hould the hypothesis be verified , the n the construct 
validity of the ratings could perhaps be proved also to be predictive; 
and should the hypothesis not b e verified, then the constructs used as 
standards and norms by the raters might be open to question. There 
appeared to be enough f avor able evidence from the YCRP results to 
hypothes ize with confidence that the "better" treater would do a better 
job than the "poore r" treater . Should this prove not so , then perhaps 
corrections should take a better look at its standards of competence . 
Failure t o verify this study 's hypothesis could provide evid ence for 
the need to s tudy more carefully ~-1hat the important variables of 
" treater competence" are . Perhaps the client ~._rho changes i s responding 
to something in the treater's bag of skills that the supervisor does 
not yet know hoH to measure. 
There remained at l east one other possible explanation, should 
the hypothes:i.s not be ve rified. Perhaps it failed to include a variable 
more significant than the individual treater ' s competence, such as 
"social ciimatc", as might be caused by a kirtd of . Hawthorne effect. If 
the study' s results s howed that treatment subjects r esponded equally well 
regardless of their individual counselor' s degree of competence , perhaps 
they did so becaus e in both school s the total milieu improved so much 
that all subjects profited. The YCRP director, Carl Jesness , was not 
much concerned with the Ha1-1thorne effect because he had already gathered 
sufficient behavior-change scores in his Fricot and Preston Schools 
studies to compare with the YCRP scores, That earlier data, he judged, 
would ser ve almost as well as gathering new institutional-behavior-change 
scores from the two control populations at the Paso Robles and Nelles 
Schools. 
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More as an oversight than anything else, the YCRP staff 
neglected to compute inter-rater reliability scores for the B Mod staff 
at the Karl Holton School. The assumption v1as made for purposes of . 
this thesi s that the figures for the B Mod school ' s staff would probably 
not have been significantly different from TA school's figures. This 
inves tigator recognizes this assumption as a limitation. 
A third limitation was the impossibility of gathering a large 
enough population of experimental s ubjects to use parole performance as 
one of the criteria of treatment effectiveness. The difficulty was 
that in having to fill the t~velve cells necessary for the analysis of 
variance, there ~\·ere too few r ated treaters \vho had treated a large 
enough number of \-lards \ITho had been releas ed for at leas t t~v-elve months 
of possible parole exposure. Instead the student had to us e, as his 
only criterion, institutional behavior as measured by a normed and 
validated instrument called the Behavior Checklist (BCL). This criterion 
was not unsuitable because the pre to post behavior-change scores \vere 
knmvn to be favorably correlated \vith l a t er parole performance (J esness , 
197lb:l6). And an advantage of using institutional-behavior- change 
scores \vas that they were more inunecliate evidence of ins titutional 
treatment effectiveness than were parole- outcome data; but parole-
outcome data have a l,v-ays been more convincing to legislators and 
ta>-.-payers. The ideal corrections study uses both kinds of performance 
data. The YCRP eventua lly would , to a much greater extent than it 
already had. 
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The lack of control subjects would not have to be a serious 
defect in the study . TA and B Hod had already been shown to b e superior 
to traditional treatment given to the YCRP's control subjects. The 
question now was , is treater competence a significant variable in TA 
and B Mod treatment programs? 
The YCRP yielded sufficient data to test this student's 
hypothesis. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATED TO THIS STUDY 
I. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The t\>10 treatment methods used in this study, transactional 
analysis and behavior modification, were based primarily on the works 
of Eric Berne (1961, 1964, 1966), the originator of TA; and on those of 
B. F. Skinner (1953, 1957, 1959), the prominent behavioral scientist. 
TA and B Mod developed from s ources that appeared at first to be at 
opposite ends of the treatment pole. Berne's writings suggested that 
the individual man must, in the long run, be held responsible for his 
own behavior, \vhich he performs for r easons that are largely subjective. 
Skinn~'s works emphasized that a person's behavior is determined by 
• its consequene-es~h:td-1-ar._~primarily external. But both theoris ts 
ended up coming close to saying the same thing: pe ople behave the way 
they !lave been taught to behave , although they do have some options. 
Betue sd.d that although people do \>lhat their parents taught them to do, 
they at l east can do it in their own vmy (1970:196); and Skinner said 
that people can operate on their mm environment so that it \dll 
reinforce the behavior they want it to r e inforce (1971:205). 
J TA and B Nod, as treatment sys t ems , bo t h r e l y on internal and 
external stroking (reinforcemen t) for motivational pmo1er; and both use 
trea tme nt contract s that r equire s pecific goal s , and specific criter i a 
for having reache d them. Berne ,.,as not strong for researching his mm 
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effectiveness as a treater , because he and his patients were satisfied 
that they were r eaching their s t a t ed goals, and he did not want to 
treat them a s experimental subj ects (1966:39). Behavior modifiers 
insist on r e search, without whi ch they are not supposed to make claims 
regarding e f f ectiveness (Eysenck , 1966:98) . But Berne's sys tem is 
testable , as the YCRP demonstra t ed. 
The major di f fer ences be tween TA treatment and B Mod trea tment 
are in the ways t he t reater works with his treat e d subj ect. The 
behavi or modifier , using contingency contracting , concentra t es on 
changing the subj ec t ' s envhonment s o that the s ubj ect wlll be r e inforced 
for performing desir able behavior . The TA trea ter, primarily in 
small-group s essions , concentrates on r einforci ng the client for 
changing his environment himself, f or set t i ng himself up, s o to speak , 
for more desirab l e consequences . Unde r close scrutiny, the two methods 
may be seen not as incomi?atible wi th one another, but as more s imilar 
than di s s i milar. Judgin g from his own exper i ence and observa tion, this 
r esear cher believes tha t the expert t ransactiona l analys t i s probably 
be tter t rained to provide more po t ent and mor e direct socia l r e inforcer s , 
and t o avoid r e infor:. ing destruc tive behavior (be cause of t h e TA expert' s 
knowl edge of ego states , s oci a l t ransacti ons , soci al games , and 
individua l life scripts ), but t he behavior modifi cat i on expert could 
be s imilarly trai ned. 
Although the YCRP final r eport did not go into de t ail on 
i ntegrating the two sys t ems , the authors s ugges t ed tha t that appear ed 
to them t o be a promising way t o go (Jes ness , et a l . , 1.972: 331) . 
This investigat or \-las convinced from his o\-m experience tha t l ong- term 
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global goals as set in 'JdL!!:_C£~tment __ w~:r::e translatable into short-term 
c~ng~y -~~~acts s imilar to those negotiated in B_Mod- treatment . 
TA treatment, as practiced at the 0 . H. Close School, often lacked 
staying pmver for the lay treaters and their adolescent clients , 
perhaps because the contrac t goals were not specific enough . "Feeling 
good about myself" , "no longer being depressed", or "living for me 
rather than my parents", may have been good goals but they would 
probably have been more observably reachable if they had been translated 
into overt forms of behavior, described specifically in short-term 
contracts. The apparently more competent TA treater did so, but even 
he could have profited from the training the B Hod treater got in 
behavior specification and measurement . 
During this study there was no integration of the two systems . 
The B Hod treaters did not pay attention to the wards' "inner 
behaviors", but worked almost exclusively on the overt. Contingency 
contracting \·laS the primary tool. Wards contracted to v10rk directly 
on "behavior deficiencies ", which were printed out by a computer that 
was f ed data from observer-rated and self-r ated behavior checklists. 
The TA··treated vmrds ' files contained the same kir.<.l of printouts, 
but the TA counse lors did not choose to use them in negotiating 
treatment contracts. In their group sessions they concentrated not 
only on the wards ' observable conduct, but also on their "inner" 
behaviors , such as feelings of depression, anger, guilt , or dependency . 
The more experienced TA treaters learned hmv to confront the \vards 
with the specific, overt behavior that resulted in whichever of these 
bad feelings the \vards said they wanted to stop having. Consequently, 
this investigator hypothesized that the effectiveness of the better 
treaters, \vhether using B Mod or TA, \vould be similar . 
Before he made his hypothes is, this researcher had observed 
that the lmver-rated TA treaters did not succeed in convincing the 
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wards that they were promoting their O\ffi bad f eelings by undesirable 
overt behavior; and tha t the "poorer" B Mod treaters typically negotiated 
contingency contracts tha t could have been labeled "irrelevant." 
Behavior-checklist-score changes , pre to post, he hypothesized, would 
probably be significantly lower for wards treated by these lmver-rated 
counselors in both schools. 
I I. RELATED RESEARCH 
The literature on trea t e r compet ence as a significant variable 
in treatment offe r ed no l as t wor d on the s ubjec t but i t . di d point to 
s ome common findings. Auerbach and Lubars ky (1968) identified four 
character istics of successful treater s (those \vhose clients s howed the 
mos t positive changes in behavior): 1) positive r egard; 2) persona l 
confidence; 3) empathy and accurat e under s t andi ng ; and 4) t echnica l 
exper tness . The authors derived their list from an investigation of 
the literature on therapist qualities as proved in trea tment studies . 
Truax and Hitchell (1969: 235-241) \vrote , "a considerable 
proportion of the research literature in psychotherapy and counseling 
has focused on therapist variables . . .• The ove n vhe l ming findi ng •• • i s 
tha t when the therapist i s high in empathy, warmth, and genuineness , 
pat i ent s or clients t end t o shmv gr eater i mprovement than when ther apis t s 
or counsel ors are l ow i n these qualities. Some research has even shmm 
that when therapists or counselors are low in these qualities, then 
there may be negative change or deterioration in the patient •••• The 
present study attempted to extend these findings to a juvenile 
delinquent population offered group psychotherapy. 
" ••• The .•. findings ••• lend strong support for the therapeutic 
relevance of therapist accurate empathy, non-possessive warmth, and 
genuineness." 
Truax and Mitchell did not include technical expertness as a 
necessary quality, as did Auerbach and Lubarsky, but Yalom and 
Lieberman (1972) did. They recently completed a study of group 
treaters at Stanford University, and found that the most successful 
group leaders had these characteristics in common: 1) they were 
moderately "emotionally stimulating''' but not highly stimulating; 
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2) they~ were "caring"; but in a non-possessive way; 3) they provided 
"cognitive Structure" in their treatment, not merely·emotional 
experiences; 4) they exercised a moderate degree of ''executive 
functioning'!~ in their groups, not relinquishing their leadership to 
the group members. At least the last two of these qualities appear to 
this researcher to be related to technical expertness. According to 
Yalom and Lieberman, caring was not enough, but the caring leader who 
was also able to provide "meaning to the experience" (cognitive 
structure) had the best results. "Cognitive structure", in fact, was 
the characteristic most highly correlated with success (.67). 
Both TA and B Mod appeared to this investigator to offer an 
especially relevant "cognitive structure" to treatment, provided that 
the therapist was adequately trained and otherwise competent. 
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Hans Eysenck (1960:12) wrote, " .•. learning theory is an exact 
science, which has elaborated quite definite rules, ••• it is only 
when these rules are properly applied by psychologists with knowledge 
and experience in this field that the question of success or failure 
arises." 
Another behaviorist, L. Krasner, (1962:604) said, ".~.The 
·therapist can be described as a 'social rei:rtforcement machine'. 
"._._.the __ theraP.is_l:_is in_<LPP.El.i_t_ion __ to __ manipll]_a,t~ _tl:le _p_ati,".!lt 's 
behavior. • •• this may sound too simple. Behavior control is a 
two-way affair and counter-controls are being asserted by the patient. 
Yet, part of the training of the therapist is to be able to counter 
the counter-controls and, to the extent that he can do so, he will be 
a successful therapist." 
--
Albert Bandura, (1969:201-202) in writing about the difficulties 
of treating institutionalized delinquents, said, "Under con.ditions 
where advocates of innovations [the delinquents' counselors] have no 
rewarding nor controlling power, they must first establish their value 
by dem6nstrating, in areas that engender little or no resistance, that 
the practices they advocate yield highly favorable outcomes. After· 
they have thus enhanced their credibility and modeling potency they are 
in a more favorable position to attempt modifications that conflict with 
existing tradition and vested interests." 
Treater competence, all these authors seem to have said in one 
way or another, was a significant variable in treatment outcomes. But 
nowhere in the literature was there a comparison study dealing 
specifically and directly with the treater-competence variable among 
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B Nod and TA treaters. 
CHAPTER III 
THE RESEARCH DESIGN 
This chapter describes the two institutions that provided the 
setting for this study, the characteristics of the youths who were the 
treatment subjects, and the study's research design. 
The Youth Center Research Project was a four-year study 
(1968-1972) conducted at the California Youth Authority's Northern 
California Youth Center (NCYC) in Stockton (Jesness, et al., 1972). 
This setting was in many respects ideal for a comparison study. In 
1968 NCYC consisted of two separate but adjacent schools that were 
physically almost identical, each housing about 400 adolescent wards. 
The staffing patterns and the types of personnel in the two schools 
were also almost identical. Throughout the four years 15, 16, and 
17-year old boys were assigned randomly to the two schools, for 
either transactional analysis treatment at 0. H. Close, or behavior 
modification treatment at Karl Holton. They came from either the 
Northern or Southern California Reception Center and Clinic in 
Sacramento or Ontario, and went to whichever school had the most 
available beds. 
II. THE SUBJECTS 
Client characteristics remsined virtually identical in the 
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populations of the two schools. All of the subjects had been committed 
for law violations, and almost all had serious records of arrest. Most 
had failed as probationers in their home towns; and all admitted having 
serious emotional or behavior problems. More than 60 percent had used 
drugs. A third of them said they had been hooked on hard drugs like 
heroin or LSD. Their average reading level was seventh grade; their 
arithmetic level, sixth grade. More than half had been serious 
}------•d-i-s.G.--i-p.-l-ine_p.-J:-oblew..s----i._Tl-S-C.hno-1-;,----------------------------
A total of 904 of them (460 from 0. H. Close, and 444 from Karl 
Holton) met the criteria set for experimental subjects in the Youth 
Center Research Project: random assignment to either school; at least 
a three-month stay; an Interpersonal Maturity Level rating by trained 
staff; and completion of pre and post tests. Of these 904, 725 (341 
from 0. H. Close, and 384 from Karl Holton) met the additional criterion 
for this researcher's project; at least 90 days in a rated counselor's 
caseload. 
III. THE DESIGN 
This investigator's plan was to test the hypothesis that 
treater competence was a more significant variable in treatment 
effectiveness than either the treatment method (TA orB Mod), or the 
maturity level of the treated subject. The dependent variable, 
indicating degree of treatment effectiveness, was to be the mean change, 
pre to post, in the Behavior Checklist observer ratings. 
This researcher had arrived at his hypothesis after noting the 
.i 
-; 
!' 
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behavior-change scores in the YCRP report. They showed that wards in 
all the various I-level classifications improved their behavior on 
some or most of the fourteen Behavior Checklist factors (e.g., 
unobt.rusiveness, friendliness, responsibility, etc.). The project's 
research team had not yet grouped the individual-factor scores into an 
over-all score with which to compare over-all change among the various 
I-levels. In other words, they had not yet calculated whether the r4s, 
as a group, had done any better than the r 3s or the r2s, on over-all 
behavior change. They had found (with a few relatively minor exeep-t-:icsr.<H'-----
that neither TA nor B Mod had been significantly more successful than 
the other in the over-all treatment of any I-level sub-classification. 
(There are nine: r 2•s are either Aa, asocial aggressive; or Ap, asocial 
passive, r 3•s are Cfm, immature conformist; Cfc, cultural conformists; 
or Mp, manipulators. r4 •s areNa, acting-out neurotics; Nx, anxious 
neurotics; Se, situational emotional reactors; or Ci, cultural 
identifiers). 
This researcher had predicted that probably no one I-level 
(disregard:l.ng sub-classifications) would do significantly better than 
any other. He judged that the r 2s had so much more to change than the 
r 3s and r 4s, and the r 3s so much more to change than the r4s, that the 
institutional shaping processes would probably bring the two lower 
classifications up far enough to keep them about even, in degree of 
change, with the more tractable r 4s. Even though the r4s were probably 
more changeable, he reasoned, the r 3s and r 2s had much more room for 
change before meeting staff's expectations in the residence halls and 
classrooms. 
The YCRP report scores. showed that neither treatment method 
had led to significantly more behavior change in one school than in 
the other. The average ward in B Mod had improved his combined BCL 
T-Score 3. 35 points; the average ward in TA had raised his score 3. 70 
points. But these were average changes. Many wards had not changed 
at all, and some had regressed. Based on these data, and on his own 
private prediction, this student's hypothesis was that the crucial 
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~--------~-~alL~-g~JL_tNQ_a~parently equally useful treatment methods, was 
most probably treater competence~ He chose an analysis of variance 
design that would test for interaction between the t-wo maturity levels 
{higher [the r4s] and lower [the r 3s and r2s]), the two methods (TA 
and B Mod), and the three levels of treater competence (top quartile, 
two middle quartiles combined, and the bottom quartile). The design, 
therefore, was a 2 x 2 x 3 analysis of variance. He would table the 
final analysis as indicated by Bruning and Kintz (1968:37), using the 
following table: 
--'-------LLLL_..J.l __ '--;1 I 1111 ·'II ~--"""~~=~ - =-·"~--='''~"""',....-=oo'~"='"-'~·. 
TABLE I 
TABLE TO BE USED FOR THIS STUDY'S FINAL ANALrSIS 
' 
Sum of Degrees of 
Source sauares freedom 
Total Mean 
sauar< 
Maturity 
Method 
Competence 
Maturity x Method I 
Maturity x Competence I 
Method x Competence I 
Maturity x Method x Competence I 
Error I 
. 
' 
F ratio Probabilitv 
' 
' I 
N 
..,. 
To use this formula, the investigator would need an equal 
number of subjects in each of the twelve cells. The least number 
available in any one cell, as TABLE II below indicates, was 24. 
Hence he would use 24 as the number of subjects for each cell. To 
give each potential subject in the remaining eleven cells an equal 
chance of being selected; he made eleven lists from the 701 remaining 
scores (725 minus the 24 available for cell #3) on a calculator tape, 
according to the cells in which they would belong. He then snipped 
the scores individually into eleven separate piles, and randomly 
pulled 24 scores from each pile. 
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The computer printout of scores this investigator had requested 
for his study had identified the 725 potential subjects by their 
California Youth Authority number, the treatment they had undergone 
(TA orB Mod), their Interpersonal Maturity level, the behavior-change 
scores they had made, pre to post, and the rated competence level of 
their respective counselors (lowest, middle, or highest). TABLE II 
follows: 
TABLE II 
NUMBER OF AVAILABLE EXPERIMENTAL SUBJECTS 
FOR THE TWELVE CELLS OF A . 
2 x 2 x 3 ANALYSIS OF 
VARIANCE 
Treater Competence 
Maturity level Treatment High Medium Low 
Higher 
IT ) 
'"-'4' 51 81 24 
TA 
Lower 
(I3 & I2) 38 117 30 
Higher 
(I4) 44 70 49 
B Mod 
Lmver 
(13 & I2) 34 144 43 
IV. MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS 
This section describes the instruments used to measure 
(1) treater competence, (2) the subjects' maturity level, and (3) 
the amount of their behavior change. 
The Treater-Competence Ratin~ 
YCRP staff had devised four treater-competence scales to 
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"evaluate dimensions of behavior that various investigators have found 
to be related to change in treatment (Auerbach and Luborsky, 1968)" 
(Jesness, et al., 1972:135). The four scales vlere: (1) positive 
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regard (extent to which the caseworker conveys acceptance of the 
client); (2) personal confidence (extent to which the treater appears 
to be personally secure and self-confident in treating his clients); 
(3) empathy and accurate understanding (extent to which the caseworker 
works tolerantly but effectively with the client's significant feelings 
and/or behavior); (4) technical expertness (extent to which the 
caseworker displays knowledge of and skill in applying the treatment 
method), 
The three supervisors thought to be most familiar with a 
counselor's work independently rated him on each scale along a nine-
point continuum. The counselors at Q, H. Close were rated twice, 
first when the operational phase of the YCRP began, and again almost 
three years later when the study was almost completed. At the time 
of the first rating, the project director decided to rate only the 
workers at Q, H. Close, planning to get the Holton ratings later. 
As other requirements arose, the Holton ratings got postponed until 
1971, the time of the second 0, H, Close staff ratings. And then, in 
the rush of gathering the final data, the raw data from the Holton 
ratings were discarded (or lost) before any inter-rater reliability 
figures were run on them. The project director, however, had no 
reason to believe that the figures, had they been run, would have been 
significantly different from those run for the 0. H. Close staff. 
The proportions of high-rated, medium-rated, and low-rated workers 
turned out to be about the same in both schools, as the figures in 
TABLE II, page 26 suggest. 
Each counselor was rated on the four scales of positive regard, 
~-
i 
I! 
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confidence, empathy, and expertness. The correlations between ratings 
made by 23 supervisors on 63 counselors, on the individual scales, 
were: positive regard, ;14; confidence, .40; empathy, .03; and 
technical expertness, .57. Obviously the raters did not agree on what 
they were rating, especially on the positive regard and empathy scales. 
The intercorrelations among the four scales on the 63 ratings, however, 
were much higher: 
Positive regard and confidence = .70 
Positive regard and--emp-athy ~~ . , .. 
Positive regard and expertness = .6S 
Confidence and empathy = .68 
Confidence and expertness = .80 
Empathy and expertness = .80 
The director then saw fit to combine the four scales' scores 
into a single competency score for each caseworker, and thus 
significantly improve his reliability figures, Even though the raters 
did not agree on what they were rating on the four scales, they agreed 
fairly closely on what might be called over-all competence. 
For purposes of this thesis, this researcher ran his own 
inter·-rater reliability check by randomly pulling SO sets of ratings 
from the list of 63 0. H. Close caseworkers who·had been rated by 
three supervisors (by snipping the sets of three scores into a box and 
pulling out the sets of SO counselors). He then listed, by counselor, 
the sets of three over-all competency scores, one for each of the 
three supervisor ratings. He ran a Pearson r on the first two columns, 
nsing the raw-score method, and the following formula: 
r = l:~- X Y 
n 
s s 
X y (Haber and Runyon, 1969 :113) 
! 
I 
s 
x= 
The results: 
EX = 775 EX2 = 14,305 l:Y = 796 
2 . 
l:Y = 14,454 l:XY = 13,824 
x = 15.50 Y = 15.92 
For the standard deviations of X andY, he used: 
r 1l>. 305 
50 
s = IEX2 _ x2 
N 
(Ibid. :89) 
286.10 - 21+0. 25 = 145.85 = 
s I 2 y = 14,454 - 15.92 = 289.08- 253.45 = 135.63 = 
50 
r = 
(15.50) (15.92) 
= 
276.48- 246.76 
6.77 
5.97 
29.72 
(6.77) (5. 97) l,0.42 40.42 
= .735, or .74 
As a check, he then used the mean-deviation method 
(ibid. :111). 
Ex2 = 2,292.50 El = 1,802.86 l:xy = 1,490.62, again with X 
= 15.50, y = 15.92 
1,490.62 
r = 
1l:x2 El = 2.,292.50 · 1,802.86 
1,490.62 
14,133,056.55 = 
1,490.62 
2,032.99 = • 733, or • 73 
For an estimate of the reliability of the thre~ ratings, he 
corrected the .73 correlation by using the Spearman-Brown formula 
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(Guilford, 1954:458): 
r n X r 
c = .,---;-':;-:.~~-1 + (n - l)r = 
3 X • 73 2.19 
= = 2.46 • 89 1 + (2 X • 73) 
lbis appeared to be a highly satisfactory estimate. 
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The project director had also run an inter-rater reliability 
check by using the results of both of the ratings at 0. H. Close, 
those of 1968 and of 1971.. 
I----------"'"B-as-e-d-----0n-ra-t-i-ngs-o-f--4--5-s-tafl----wlro--wen~-em:ptuyeO.-----o.uring bo the,---------
periods, a correlation of .67 was found between the composite measures 
of overall competency obtained almost three years apart. This figure 
is most satisfactory, especially since slightly more than one-third of 
the raters were different from one occasion to the next" (Jesness, 
et al., 1972:136). 
The failure of the supervisors to agree on what empathy and 
positive~ meant, and their success in agreeing fairly well on the 
composite score, suggested that the scales were perhaps not good ones. 
Supervisors' ratings may have been better indicators of a halo effect. 
than of sharp discriminating power. Other possibilities were that the 
scales were all right, but that the supervisors were not adequately 
trained to use them, or that the four treater qualities were not well 
enough defined in behavioral terms. After all, other researchers had 
tended to agree that qualities like these four were characteristic of 
competent treaters (Auerbach and Lubarsky, 1968; Truax and Mitchell, 
1969; Yalom and Lieberman, 1972). But the validity of these ratings 
had to remain questionable. 
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The Subjects' Maturity-Level Classifications 
Measures of maturity-level of the treatment subjects were done 
by Youth Authority staff trained in the use of the various instruments 
of the Interpersonal Maturity Level (I-level) classification system 
(Sullivan, Grant, and Grant, 1957). This system had been developed 
over the years by the California Youth Authority, to the point that 
its validity and reliability were becoming increasingly acceptable 
(Jesness and Wedge, 1970). 
Three main instruments were used, in sequence, before arriving 
at a classification diagnosis: (1) the Jesness Inventory (a 
personality-attitude test) (Jesness, 1966); (2) a sentence completion 
test (Jesness, 1969); and, if necessary, (3) an interview. Every 
experimental subject in the YCRP was classified in this system either 
at one of the department's two reception centers, or at the Close or 
Holton schools. Trained clinical staff (social workers with MSW 
degrees, or psychologists with Ph.D. degrees, all especially trained 
in I-level diagnosis) did the classifying. According to the studies 
descrioed in the Sequential I-Level Classification Manual, reliability 
intercorrelations ran consistently upwards of .70 (Jesness and Wedge, 
1970:29-48). The validity figures were less consistent, ranging 
between the .50s and .60s (ibid). 
" ••• For a thorough study of the validity of the interview and 
other instruments used in classification, each should have been 
analyzed against a completely independent and adequate criterion • 
••• Most of the validity data reported here are contaminated, each 
instrument having been used in the decision-making process to arrive 
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at the final diagnosis" (ibid.:29). 
According to the theory (Sullivan, et al., ·1957), humans 
"mature" on seven successive levels of social integration (hence, 
,!_-level), from I 1 to I 7 • Infants would be I 1 , and the most "mature" 
adults, I 7 . Levels two, three, and four include virtually all the 
delinquent subjects. I 2s (a small minority) are especially "immature"'· 
I 3s a little less so, and I 4s, the least, among most juvenile offenders. 
A little more than half of the subjects at both Close and Holton 
schools were classified at the I 3 level, about 40 percent at the I 4 , 
and only about five percent at the I 2 . This distribution presented 
a problem in getting enough r 2s to fill the cells needed for a 2 x 3 x 3 
analysis of variance, so the I 2s and I 3s were combined to constitute 
a "lower" maturity group, for a 2 x 2 x 3 analysis. 
The Measure of Behavior Change 
The Jesness Behavior Checklist, the instrument used in t~is 
study to measure the dependent variable, was well established by the 
time of the YCRP (Jesness, 197lb). Designed to record precise data 
about a treatment subject's observable social behaviors, it consisted 
of 80 items that described specific behavioral "episodes", such as, 
"interrupts or distracts others" (item Ill). A rater familiar with the 
subject rated him on each of the 80 items by making a score of from 
one to five, depending on the rater's judgment of hm·l frequently the 
subject performed the behavior described in the item. 
Using factor analysis, Jesness had grouped the items into 
14 behavioral scales, such as Unobtrusiveness vs. Obtrusiveness, 
Friendliness vs. Hostility, Responsibility vs. Irresponsibility, etc. 
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Norms for the scales were developed over more than ten years of use 
with several thousand institutionalized delinquents. A T-score of 
50, then, represented the mean only for this kind of population, not 
for a normal distribution of adolescents. Changes in T-score from 
pre-treatment to post-treatment represented the degree of observable 
change made in the institution. 
Although extensive data on the empirical validity of the 14 
scales were not yet available, post-test scores on six of the scales 
had been shown to be related to parole outcome. 
" ••. Thirty-six items significantly (p<.OS) differentiated 
successful from unsuccessful subjects (those recommitted and returned 
to an institution) based on a 15-month period of possible exposure to 
parole" (ibid.: 16). 
Jesness also evaluated the validity by checking the correlations 
between different raters, and between observer ratings and self ratings, 
and met "the validity requirements suggested by Campbell and Fisk 
(1959)" (ibid.). 
Inter-rater reliability figures, derived from mean scores of 
122 sets of three raters for each of 122 subjects, showed correlations 
of from .63 to .80 on'the 14 scales. There were 48 different raters 
involved in the 122 sets of scores. Other reliability tests showed 
similar results. Each of the 288 subjects in this researcher's 
study had been rated twice on the BCL by three staff members, the 
first time within four or five weeks of his arrival, and the second 
time shortly before his departure, but after at least three months of 
treatment. The mean-BCL-score change was derived by subtracting the 
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mean of the ward's 14-scales' pre scores from the mean of the 14-scales' 
post scores. On all scales a rise in scores indicated a rated improve-
ment toward the more socially desirable end of the scale. 
All the data then were available for the analysis of variance. 
I 
I 
i 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND EVALUK£ION OF DATA 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This study was designed to test the hypothesis that treater 
competence was the most significant of three variables in the behavior 
modification or transactional analysis treatment of institutionalized 
juvenile offenders. The plan called for a 2 x 2 x 3 analysis of 
variance: higher maturity of subjects versus lower maturity of 
subjects, transactional analysis treatment versus behavior modification 
treatment, and high treater competence versus middle treater competence 
versus low treater competence. 
Twelve distinct groups filled the twelve cells needed for the 
analysis. Subjects in group 1 were pigher-maturity wards receiving 
TA from the highest-rated treaters; group 2 were higher-maturity 
subjects in TA from middle-rated treaters; group 3: higher-maturity 
in TA from low·est-rated treaters; group 4: higher-maturity in B Mod 
from highest-rated; group 5: higher-maturity in B Mod from 
middle-rated; group 6: higher-maturity in B Mod from lowest-rated; 
group 7: lower-maturity in TA from highest-rated; group 8: lower-
maturity in TA from middle-rated; group 9: lower-maturity in TA from 
lowest-rated; group 10: lower-maturity in B Mod from highest-rated; 
group 11: lower-maturity in B Mod from middle-rated; and group 12: 
lower-maturity in B Mod from lowest-rated. 
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The Behavior Checklist score change, pre to post, was the 
measure recorded. 
II. THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Bruning and Kintz (1968:30-37) describe 17 steps in a 2 x 2 x 3 
analysis of variance. This investigator completed those steps, using 
the data provided by the Youth Center Research Project: (1) the 
Behavior Checklist score change of each of the 288 experimental 
subjects; (2) each subject's I-level classification rating; and (3) 
each subject's counselor's treater-competence rating. 
Appendix B includes all the data, and all of the computations 
for each of the first 16 steps. Step 17, to complete the table of the 
final analysis, follows: 
TABLE III 
TABLE OF THE FINAL ANALYSIS 
Source ss df ms F p 
Total 18,840.10 287 
Maturity 154.30 1 154.30 2.29 <.2 
Method 23.58 1 23.58 0.35 n. s 
Competence 9.67 2 4.84 0.07 , n.s 
Maturity x Method 3.29 1 3.29 0.05 u.s 
Maturity x Competence 14.06 2 7.03 0.10 n.s 
Method x Competence 18.60 2 9.30 0.14 n. s 
Maturity X Method X Competence 34.09 2 17.05 0.25 n.s 
Error 18,582.51 276 67.33 
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III. EVALUATION 
This study's hypothesis was not verified. Treater competence, 
as rated, proved not to be a significant variable in affecting the 
treated subjects' Behavior Checklist pre to post mean-score changes, 
regardless or whether the subjects had been in behavior modification 
or txansactional analysis treatment, or whether they had been rated 
The effects of maturity level, treatment method, and treater 
competence were not interactive. 
The one factor that did appear on the F distribution table, 
--·-. maturity of treated subjects, showed a significance level of belvreen 
ten and twenty percent (p<.Z). This investigator had set the p<.OS 
level as the acceptable limit for his sample of 288 subjects; therefore, 
maturity level was also not a statistically significant variable. 
Neither was the treatment method, TA or B Mod. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I, INTRODUCTION 
This chapter summarizes, and discusses evaluatively, the 
outcomes of the present study and their relationship to the previous 
research cited, and offers some recommendat~ons for further research. 
The study was an attempt to test the hypothesis that treater competence 
was a significant variable in either transactional analysis or behavior 
modification treatment of institutionalized juvenile offenders. 
II. SUMMARY 
A major problem in the field of corrections had been the gross 
lack of data that might help to distinguish specific differences 
beu<een the treatment of offenders who had succeeded on probation or 
parole, and the treatment of those who had failed (Task Force on 
Corrections, 1967; Sutherland and Cressey, 1966:369). Individual 
studies (cited in Chapter I) pointed to better ways of treating 
offenders (e.g., (1) guided-group interaction, (2) outside-the-walls 
versus institutional treatment, (3) small-group rather than large-group 
institutional treatment, (4) differential treatment for different kinds 
of offenders, (5) self-government in the institution, (6) reality 
therapy, etc.). The direction to go appeared to be fairly clear. 
Intensively applied, systematic treatment by trained counselors looked 
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as if it would do a better job than the traditional, unsystematic, 
often punitive methods that were producing obviously unsatisfactory 
results. But the individual studies had little effect on the field 
of corrections as a whole. Nationwide statistics on crime and 
delinquency rates were not declining. 
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Carl F. Jesness, Ph.D., a California Youth Authority research 
psychologist, after two intensive studies (The Fricot Ranch Study, 
1965; and the Preston Typology Study, 1969) decided that a promising~----------­
way to get at the crucial variables in correctional treatment would 
be to test the results of two specific but different treatment models 
applied in two separate but similarly staffed and virtually identically 
populated Youth Authority institutions. He was particularly interested 
in identifying the exact procedures used in correctional treatment by 
the counselors, and the specific behavior changes made by the treated 
subjects. He hoped to be able to report to the decision makers in 
corrections precisely what treaters must do to convert delinquents to 
non-delinquents, and precisely what behavioral changes the treated 
subjects must make to accomplish that conversion. 
He chose the 0. H. Close and Karl Holton Schools in Stockton 
to conduct the study, the Youth Center Research Project, and selected 
transactional analysis and behavior modification as the two treatment 
methodologies. He had decided that the two apparently disparate 
systems were sufficiently teachable to relatively unsophisticated 
staff that he could get reasonably good treatment-effectiveness data 
within four years. He hypothesized that the psychodynamic, insight-
oriented TA would be more helpful for the more "mature" subjects, and 
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that the contingency contracting system, B Mod, would be more useful 
for the less "mature." He would judge treatment effectiveness by the 
subjects' behavior change as rated by staff, and later, by parole 
performance. 
He was of the opinion that the techniques and procedures of 
these two systems were probably explicit enough to enable him to define 
precisely \vhat the treatment and change processes were, if he measured 
them correctly (see A pendix A [McCormick, 1973] for a summary~o~f~t~h~e~-----------
YCRP results to date). 
Although Jesness's hypotheses were not verified, treatment 
effectiveness data were sufficiently encouraging, and virtually equal 
in both schools, to suggest to this investigator the possible usefulness 
of an analysis of variance that would test for interactions between 
maturity level of subjects (higher or lower), the treatment method used 
(TA orB Mod), and the rated competence level of the counselors (high, 
middle, or low). This study reports the results of that analysis. 
As indicated in the Table of the Final Analysis (Chapter IV:36), 
the hypothesis that treater competence was the most significant of the 
three variables was not verified; and the three varia]:>les were not 
interactive. Only one of them, maturity level of treated subject, 
appeared that it might have proved to be significant had a larger sample 
been available. 
III. CONCLUSIONS 
This investigator's considered judgments based on his study's 
findings were: 
(1) Although his hypothesis was not verified, it was not 
necessarily proved false. The big question, he believed, had to do 
with the validity of the treater-competence ratings. 
(2) The supervisors who rated their counselors' competence, 
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not having been especially trained to do so, were probably not qualified 
to make those ratings. Their failure to agree on what they were rating 
when judging the four treater characteristics (positive regard, 
confidence em athy, and expertness) was a good clue that they'---'w,.e;or"'e"--'n'"o"t"--------
uniformly capable of rating competence. Even though the interrater 
reliability figures looked good (as high as .89) when the four-
characteristics ratings were combined into a composite score, this 
vast improvement in the interrater reliability figure may have been the 
result of a halo effect. A youth counselor's so-called treater-
competence may largely have been the result of his reputation among 
fellow staff and administrators. He may have been able to manage 
and supervise wards in a confident, expert, apparently humane way, 
but that did not necessarily mean that he was able successfully to get 
them to convert from delinquency to non-delinquency, or that he was 
seen by the wards as a competent treater. 
To conduct this study more rigorously than was possible in 
the YCRP, this investigator ,;as of the opinion that the raters would 
have had to be much more carefully and systematically trained to do 
the ratings. They should have sat in on more of the TA groups, and 
in the contingency-contracting negotiation sessions, to become expert 
in observing, specifying, and measuring precisely what the treaters 
were doing. They were not trained to do that in the YCRP. 
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The institutional-behavior-change scores, on the average, 
were encouraging. They were, in the opinion of the YCRP research 
staff, not the. result of a Hawthorne effect, because earlier studies, 
using the same measuring instrument, the Behavior Checklist, showed 
only about one-half the increase in BCL-score change that the YCRP 
subjects did, even though the experimental wards in those earlier 
studies received similarly intensive, although less uniformly 
----------~~ethodic~eatment (Jesness, 1965:112-113; Jesness, 1969:214-219). 
The experimental cases in the Fricot and Preston studies received 
much more attention than the control subjects did, regardless of how 
relatively unsystematic the experimentals' treatment was. 
.--. The parole-performance data on the YCRP subjects were so 
superior to the control subjects 1 performance that, in this 
l- investigator's opinion, the YCRP treatment had to be superior. 
Might that superiority have been the result of an improvement 
in over-all so"cial climate rather than in an improvement of individual 
counselors' competence as treaters? Perhaps, but not to a high degree, 
I 
I 
this investigator believed. Both institutions were tested for "social 
climate" in 1968, and again in 1970, by use of the Correctional 
Institutions Environment Scale (Moos, 1970). Results showed that the 
climates in both institutions were almost identical in 1968, but had 
changed significantly, in accordance with the philosophy of the school's 
treatment method, by 1970 (Jesness et al., 1972:161-172). The changes 
were strikingly different in the two schools. The TA subjects liked 
the program and their counselors much more in 1970 than they had in 
1968, The reverse was true in the B Mod school, where the wards, by 
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1970, thought the counselors were too demanding, and the social climate 
too cold. The changes in institutional behavior were about equal in 
both schools, but the changed social climates, in many respects, were 
measurably opposite. 
Even so, could they have been responsible for the behavior 
changes? This researcher believed that that question could not be 
answered until the study was replicated, but next time using a well 
validated treater-competence rating instrument. Then, should the 
low-rated treaters do as well as the high-rated, social climate might 
prove to be a more crucial, or at least as crucial, a variable. 
The literature cited in Chapter II indicated that there was 
evidence· that treater competence was a significant variable 
in treatment effectiveness. VIT1y did it not prove so in the YCRP? 
Probably because of a lack of rater-competence, this investigator 
believed. One way, perhaps, to improve treater-competence measures 
would be. to include the treated subjects' ratings in the scoring. 
Data were emerging, according to the YCRP director, that suggested 
that the ll"ards themselves were better judges of who the better treaters 
were. It was too early to draw any firm conclusions from the emerging 
data, he said, but there were indications that the treater's "positive 
regard", as judged by the wards, was proving to be the most significant 
variable in treatment effectiveness. And that was a treater 
characteristic the counselors' supervisors failed almost completely 
to judge reliably. The interrater reliability correlation figure for 
that characteristic was only .14 (Jesness et al, 1972:136). The 
interrater reliabili.ty figure for the "empathy and accurate 
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understanding" characteristic was even lower--.03 (ibid.). The wards 
themselves, according to the unpublished data, were much more reliable 
in assessing those characteristics in a counselor. 
IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The question of treater competence ·in corrections was 
sufficiently serious a problem, this researcher believed, to test for 
its si nificance in a more rigorously systematic way. The field was 
continuing to hire untrained help and to provide them with inconsistent, 
often contradictory, supervision, and continuing not to isolate the 
variables in treatment successfully enough to measure its effectiveness 
scientifically. The YCRP proved that transactional analysis and 
behavior modification treatment in institutions were significantly 
superior to the traditional treatment in the two control schools. 
It might also prove (when all the data on the total experimental 
population were analyzed) that the maturity level of the treated 
subject was a significant variable in behavior change. It might also 
eventually prove that the treated subjects were superior judges of 
treater competence than the supervisors were. But there \V'aS no way to 
go back to the data to pull out unquestionably valid treater-competence 
ratings. 
The continuing TA and B Mod treatment programs at the two CYA 
schools in Stockton, it seemed to this researcher, could provide a 
valuable opportunity to gather empirically valid treater-competence 
ratings. By combining behavior-rating-score changes with parole-
performance data over a period of a few years, a research team could 
J 
-1 
identify the successful treaters. Those treaters' work could be 
systematically analyzed and measured so that the supervisors could 
learn to identify what in fact did constitute positive regard, 
empathy and accurate understanding, personal confidence, technical 
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expertness, .cognitive structure, and whatever other qualities emerged 
as typical of the more competent treaters. The wards' ratings could 
be continually checked for reliability correlations with the supervisors 1 
ratin s. 
This direction appeared to this investigator the reasonable 
way to go. He was also of the opinion, judging from what he had 
observed in the successes and the failures of the two schools' 
programs, that a combination of TA and B Mod techniques would 
measurably improve both systems. But this view had to remain a 
hypothesis until such a study was in fact conducted. He recommended 
that it get underway at once, The YCRP results were too promising 
for the field of corrections to ignore. 
' 
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APPENDIX A 
TA AND BEHAVIOR MODIFICATION: * A COMPARISON STUDY 
California Youth Authority staff have just spent more than 
$500,000 given them by the National Institute of Mental Health to 
test the effectiveness of two treatment methods, transactional 
analysis and behavior modification. The four-year study, known 
as the Youth Center Research Project, was conducted at two adjacent 
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schools for adolescent offenders 1n Stockton. Mo-st-c>f-tne---r~ffir1~~---------------
are in. 1 
Although the project director, research psychologist Carl 
F. Jesness, Ph. D., did not pit one school against the other in declared 
competition, he did not hurt his project by promising to publish the 
results as a comparison. Each school, 0. H. Close with TA, and Karl 
Holton with B Mod, wanted to win. The competition paid off. Jesness 
considers his data from this project some of the most significant 
ever in correctional research. 
Eric Berne, M.D., the founder of transactional analysis, was 
keenly interested in the project. He encouraged Robert L. Goulding, 
M.D., the major consultant to theTA side of the study, to give it his 
all because of the probable significance of the results nationally. 
It was the first big-money investment in TA research. 
This researcher was the on-site TA trainer. Supervisor of 
treatment at 0. H. Close throughout the project was Thomas L, Frazier, 
* McCormick, Paul. 1973. Transactional Analysis Journal. 
3:10-14. 
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L.C.S.W., clinical member of I.T.A.A.; Leonard P. Campos, Ph.D., 
teaching member, was staff psychologist. Other I.T.A.A. members 
in the project were Arthur Braskarop, M.S.W., clinical member, and 
Terry Watters, M.s.w., clinical member candidate. 
Dr. J·esness wanted to answer two main questions: (1) Do 
delinquents change their behavior in transactional analysis and 
-----~lmlnrvhrc-mo<l±i-i-ent-:k<:m--fL:rogJ:ams1___(2) If they do, what precisely do 
the treaters and the treated do in making those changes? He had 
three major hypotheses: (1) TA would be better for the so-called 
higher maturity wards; (2) TA would be especially effective with 
wards who say they want to change; and (3) B Mod would be more effective 
with the lower-maturity wards. The short range criterion was 
observable behavior in the institution; the long range criterion was 
parol"' performance. None of the hypotheses has held up so far, but 
the answers to the two questions are fairly clear: (1) many delinquents 
do change their behavior for the better in both TA and behavior 
I modification programs; and (2) treaters can describe what they and the 
I clients do in the process of change so that other treaters can learn 
to apply the same techniques. The study's findings and conclusions 
appear to merit the attention of the whole field of corrections. 
Clinical characteristics were virtually identical in the 
populations of the two schools. The experimental subjects were 15, 
16, or 17 years old; almost all had serious records of arrest; most 
had failed as probationers in their home towns; and all admitted having 
serious emotional or behavior problems. More than sixty percent had 
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used drugs. A third of them said they had been hooked on hard drugs 
like heroin and LSD. Their average reading level was seventh grade; 
their arithmetic level, sixth grade. More than half had been serious 
discipltne problems in school. A total of 904 young men (460 from 
0. H. Close and 444 from Karl Holton) met the criteria set for 
experimental subjects: random assignment to either school; at least 
------a--t-h:r-e-e.=-m6n-t-h-s-t-a-y--;-so-mp-le-t.-im.l-Of~pre_an_d_p_o,.s,_.·t.c-:_,t,e,.s,t,.s,_ • ._ ______________ _ 
Staffs in both schools accepted the treatment models without 
much objection. Many said they appreciated being given a disciplined 
method. About 18 months after training started, 85 percent of both 
staffs rated their respective methods from "fair" to "excellent" for 
working with delinquents. Other data pointed to a more enthusiastic 
response from theTA staff than from the B Mod staff. 0. H. Close's 
counselors spent 30,586 man hours in TA training, while Karl Holton's 
counselors spent 12,672. Much of the TA training was in treatment 
marathons with Robert L. Goulding, M.D., and Mary Goulding, M.S.W., 
at the Western Institute for Group and Family 1~erapy; or in 
"minithons" in Stockton, sometimes in the institution, but more often 
in the home of a treatment-team member. Probably never before in the 
history of corrections had an institution's entire staff undergone 
personal treatment as part of their job training. Soci.al ~wrkers and 
other supervisory personnel went to the W.I.G.F.T. (Mt. Madonna) for 
additional traintng, treatment, and consultation, an ex·tra-curricular 
advantage not enjoyed by the staff at the Holton School. Their 
training in behavior modification was reportedly less intensive, less 
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stimulating, and less fun. 
Data from a social climate scale at both institutions 
indicated that the wards themselves judged the Holton staff far less 
favorably than the wards at Close judged thei.r staff. Close wards 
evaluated their counselors as competent, practical, supportive, and 
personally involved with them. Holton wards did not see their program 
---· 
as practical, clear ,__or_orde-r-1-yi-and---they·-evaiUB:ted--thCi r counselors 
as not encouraging autonomy, and not being supportive or personally 
involved. The behavior modifiers' response was that they were not 
interested in building personal relationships, but in changing overt 
behavior. And at that they succeeded as well as the transactional 
analysts, the data attest. 
Financially the transactional analysts won. They put a young 
man through their treatment program in 7. 6 months. It took the 
behavior modifiers an average of 8.7 months to get a ward through. 
At $7,000 per ward per year for institutional treatment, the Youth 
Authority spent one-quarter of a million dollars less to treat a full 
complement of t,oo wards in the TA school than in the B Mod school. 
That savings may have been a result of the Close staff's spending 
more time doing TA treatment than the Holton staff spent doing B Mod. 
Close counselors were directed to conduct at least two one-and-a-half-
hour TA sessions with their caseloads each week. Holton counselors 
were e~>ected to negotiate at least one contingency contract each 
week with their wards. Close staff fulfilled two-thirds of their 
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ex~ected quota, Holton s taff a little more than half of theirs. · The 
average l-lard at Close stayed 30 weeks, and had an average of 40 TA 
group sessions. The average ward at Holton stayed 35 weeks, and made 
19 treatment contracts. 
Staff's use of punishment by locking up disruptive wards 
dropped more than 60 percent in both schools as a result of the 
treatment programs . Incident reports for misconduct at first increased 
lvhen the new programs arrived, but then decreased significantly. The 
way staff responded to the incidents also changed. Instead of reacting 
angrily and punitively, counselors learned to turn the crisis into an 
opportunity for treatment, in both schools. 
Residents' evaluations of the programs differed in the two 
schools. Close wards rated their small-group TA sessions as the most 
, 
h elpful of all the program c.omponents. Holton "tvards put schoolwork 
at the top of their list. Both groups almost unanimously rated 
r estrictions and lvrite-ups for misconduct the least helpful. 
Psychological measures "'ere all in favor of the TA-treated 
wards, "t-7ho appeared to h ave made more gains in self-concept, ego 
development, self-confidence , and the like . The research team 
cautioned that. these differences may have been more a consequence of 
wards in TA learning to say the socially acceptable thing, than it 
was evidence of their do:i.ng the acceptable thing. 
In schoolwork, both populations improved more than was expected . 
Behavior Nodification, seemingly more innnediat.ely applicable than TA in 
the classroom, was originally expected to sho"' better results in the 
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reading and . arithmetic programs. TheTA wards in fact gained more in 
arithmetic than the B Mod wards did. At 0. H. Close the math 
grade-equivalent score rose .91 of a year in the 7.6- month average 
stay; at Karl Holton it rose . 62 of a year in an 8.7-month stay . But 
in reading, the average \<7ard improved 1. 48 grades in 8 . 7 months at 
Holton; and 1.16 grades in 7.6 months at Close . In a regular school 
program the gains ordinarily are . 87 in 8.7 months, and .76 in 7.6 
months . 
The t\-TO criteria for evidence of behavior change were an 
institutional-behavior-checklist score change , pre to post, and the 
rate of success on parole, after r e lease. Wards in the TA program 
.improved their ins titutional behavior scores (T-scores) an average of 
3. 64 points ; and the B Mod \vards increased theirs 3. 35 points, a 
statistically insignificant difference. Among some classificativns of 
2 \-lards, however, there were a few differences that ;.;rere statistically 
significant . But none of the three original hypotheses was verified. 
The so- called higher maturity wards, contrary to the first hypothesis, 
improved their institutional behavior to a slightly higher degree \.;ri th 
B Mod than Hith TA; the so-called lm.;rer-maturity \vards' improvements 
were about the same in both systems . \~ards \vho had declared themselves 
· on the Youth Opinion Poll to be in nee d of change did not change any 
more in treatment than those \>Tho had not so declar ed. So- called 
"cultural conformists" (meaning, roughly, followers who go along with 
the gang) made a little more change in TA than in B Nod. 
The most significant gains resulting from the t\vO treatment 
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programs were made on parole. Prior to the project, wards from 
0. H. Close and Karl Holton were returning to an institution, their 
parole revoked within a year, at the rate of about 43 percent. After 
the project, the retu~~ rate had dropped to less than 33 percent . This 
decrease in parole revocations was not the c ase f or the two Youth 
Authority schools that served as the control groups for the experiment. 
Treating the srune age group (15, 16, and 17-year olds), these two other 
schools still had a revocation rate of close to one out of two, 46 
percent. 
According to the theory, TA treatment migh t be expected to 
lead to more enduring results than B Nod. Wards v1ho r edecide their 
life scripts might. be better prepared to resist falling back into their 
old delinquencies than wards treated only to change overt , institutional 
behavior . But this bias of the transactional anal ysts has not yet been 
backed with data . In time it may be . Recidivist rates of the 
experimental subjects will be watched for years to come. Perh aps the 
'fA-treated \~ill \dn out. Perhaps they \~ill not. 
In the meantime, what can the field of corrections l earn from 
the Youth Center Research Project? 
(1) 1wo total institution staffs were trained, each in a single 
treatment me thod , and the social climate of both places changed in 
conformity with the philosophy of the method. 
(2) A total institution staff accep t ed per sonal treatment as 
par t of their in-service training. 
(3) Wards in t\~O single-system, institutional treatment programs 
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• did better on parole than those released from more traditionally run 
ins titutions . 
(4) Correctiona l counselors without academic degrees learned 
to do good treatment, both in TA and B Mod. 
(5) Both transactional analysis and behavior modification 
provided effective procedures and techniques for treating adolescent 
offender populations . On measures of enthusiasm and morale of staff 
and residents, TA had the edge. One major advantage for the TA staff 
was being able to go off to an institute for extracurricular treatment 
and training. 
( 6) In both TA and B Mod programs , the workers were able to 
describe what they did i.n negotiating and fulfilling treatment 
contracts so that others could l earn the t echniques . 
The authors of the project study e nd their report tdth a 
suggestion that t he obvious str engths of TA and R Mod be combined , 
because the methods are far more compatible than the r esearchers 
originally thought. Both me thods are based on similar theories of 
l earning (Berne says peopl e l earn to do as they ' re told very early in 
life; Skinner says they l earn to do what is immediately reinforced by 
the environment) ; both systems are contractual; both encourage the use 
of social reinforcers (stroking); and, in the long run , both promote 
self-management. Transactional analysts can teach the behavior 
modifiers hm,r ·to be better reinforce rs of self-managing behavior, hmv 
to avoid r e inforcing gamy behavior, and how to give permission for 
r edecisions. Behavi.or modifiers can teach transactional analysts how 
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to negotiate treatment contracts with more clearly spe cified behavioral 
goals and more specific criteria for improvement; and how to measure 
effectiveness of treatment more scientifically. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE FIRST 16 STEPS IN THE 2 X 2 X 3 ANALYSIS 
OF VARIANCE * 
Step 1. List the scores by groups. 
Step 2. Add the scores in each group . 
60 
Step 3. Square each score and sum all of the squared values. 
FollovTing are the lists of the 12 groups ' subjects , their 
Behavior Checklist change scores, the sums of the scores, the squares 
of the scores , .and the sums of the s quares . 
* The steps as described in this analysis are an almost 
verbatim, only slightly paraphrased, version of the steps described 
by Bruning and Kintz (1968:30-37). 
I 
. 
• I 
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GROUP 1 
BEHAVIOR CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES, OF HIGH- MATURITY SUBJECTS IN TA WITH 
HIGH-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subject BCL Change (BCLC) BCLC2 
s1 8. 00 64.00 
s2 6.40 40.96 
s3 -5 . 80 33.64 
s4 15.20 231.04 
ss 2.40 5.76 
s6 10.60 112.36 
s7 1.10 1. 21 
s8 4.70 22.09 
s9 6.50 42.25 
810 3.90 15.21 
sn 6.20 38 . 44 
s12 16.20 262.44 
SJ.3 -3.70 13.69 
sll• 10.90 118.81 
815 8.40 70.56 
816 -4 . 70 22 . 09 
517 3.50 12.25 
sl8 2.60 6. 76 
SJ.9 -3.40 11.56 
8
zo 
0. 10 0.01 
s21 5 . 70 32.49 
822 13.80 190.44 
s23 9.50 90.25 
s24 -2 . 30 5.29 
1: = 115.80 1: = 1,443.60 
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• GROUP 2 I BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR Sill! AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES, OF HIGH-MATURITY SUBJECTS IN TA WITH 
MIDDLE-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subject BCI, Change BCLC2 
s 13.00 169 . 00 25 
s26 4.10 16 . 81 
827 21.00 441 . 00 
828 9.00 81.00 
829 2. 70 7. 29 
830 16.80 282 . 24 
831 9 . 80 96.04 
832 -1.10 1.21 
833 -5 . 60 31.36 
s34 18 .50 342.25 
835 7. 50 56 . 25 
836 2.10 4.41 
837 S3 . 90 79 . 21 
838 -1.70 2 . 89 
839 - 1.30 1.69 
840 -1.90 3.61 
s,l1 -6 . 10 37 . 21 
s42 4 . 00 16. 00 
843 -5.90 34.81 
8114 8 . 00 64.00 
845 5.10 26 . 01 
846 -2 . 40 5 . 76 
847 6.10 37 . 21 
848 -10.00 100.00 
L == 100 . 60 L == 1,937 . 26 
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GROUP 3 
t BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES, OF HIGH-~~TURITY SUBJECTS IN TA WITH 
LOW-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subject BCL Change BCLC2 
s49 1.40 1.96 
s50 13.40 179 .56 
s51 1.40 1.96 
s52 16 . 90 285.61 
853 10 . 20 104. 04 
s5'• - 2.60 6.76 
s 5.60 31.36 55 
s56 2.30 5. 29 
857 1.90 3.61 
858 10. 30 106.09 
s59 -2.00 '•· 00 
s60 2.50 6. 25 
861 24 . 70 610.09 
s62 3. 60 12.96 
863 -9.50 90.25 
864 -9.40 88 . 36 
865 8.40 70. 56 
866 20 . 20 408. 04 
c 0 67 4.30 18 . 49 
s68 -2 .20 4. 84 
869 1.10 1.21 
870 0.00 0.00 
s71 3.60 12. 96 
s72 -3 .30 10.89 
E == 102 . 80 E = 2,065 . 14 
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GROUP 4 
BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES, OF HIGH-MATURITY SUBJECTS IN B MOD WITH 
HIGH-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subj ect BCL Change BCLC2 
873 16.80 282.24 
s 74 14.40 207.36 
875 -6.60 43.56 
s76 2.60 6. 76 
s77 -19.70 388.09 
878 5 . 80 33.64 
s79 -0.10 0.01 
s8o 9. 10 82.81 
8
s1 8.40 70.56 
882 9. 40 88.36 
883 6. 30 39 . 69 
s84 8 . 10 65 . 61 
885 -10.70 114.49 
s86 8.00 64.00 
s87 - 1.70 2.89 
888 - 0. 80 0.64 
889 3. 30 10.89 
sgo 7.80 60 . 84 . 
891 -5.90 34 . 81 
s92 4 . 80 23.04 
s93 1. 60 2. 56 
894 13 . 70 187.69 
895 . 12 . 90 166.41 
s96 2.90 8 . 41 
E = 90 . l•O E = 1,985 . 36 
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GROUP 5 
BEHAVIOR-Cr~NGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES, OF HIGH- MATURITY SUBJECTS IN B MOD WITH 
MIDDLE-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subj ect BCL Chat~ BCLC2 
s97 16.30 265.69 
898 11.70 136.89 
s99 3.50 12.25 
S100 -5.60 31.36 
s101 9.30 86.49 
s102 5 . 40 29 . 16 
s103 9.70 94.09 
8104 7.30 53.29 
s1os -4.90 24.01 
8106 11.80 139.24 
s107 -9.10 82.81 
sl.08 -5 .10 26 . 01 
8J.09 4.60 21.16 
8110 14.00 196.00 
8111 -1.00 1.00 
sn2 7.80 60.84 
s113 5.00 25.00 
8114 0.90 0.81 
sus 1.60 2.56 
8116 7.20 51.84 
sll7 4.L10 19.36 
8118 -4 .50 20.25 
sl19 3.40 11.56 
s120 5.60 31.36 
l: = 99.30 E = 1,423.03 
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GROUP 6 
BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES, OF HIGH-MKfURITY SUBJECTS IN B MOD WITH 
LOH-COHPETENCE TREATERS 
Subject BCL Change BCLC2 
8121 -7 . 20 51.84 
s122 6 . 30 39.69 
s123 11.50 132. 25 
8124 -0.70 0.49 
s12s 7.20 51.84 
8126 -3.70 13.69 
s121 5 . 50 30 . 25 
8128 o.oo 0.00 
8129 17 . 90 320.41 
s130 10 . 1~0 108 . 16 
8131 -2.00 4. 00 
8132 16.40 268 . 96 
8133 8.70 75.69 
8134 9.60 92.16 
8135 14 . 50 210 . 25 
8136 -5 . 60 31.36 
s137 -10.00 100.00 
s138 11.20 125 . 44 
8139 13 . 80 190.44 
8140 1. 70 2 . 89 
141 2.l•O 5 . 76 
s142 -15.20 231.04 
8143 12 . 90 166 . 41 
s14l~ ·-1.90 3.61 
E = 103.70 E = 2,256.63 
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GROUP 7 
BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES , OF LOW-MATURITY SUBJECTS IN TA WITH 
HIGH-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subj ec t BCL Change BCLC2 
8145 11. 30 127.69 
8146 2.60 6 .76 
81l•7 26.50 702.25 
8148 15.50 240.25 
8149 -17. 50 306.25 
s1so -3 . 60 12 . 96 
81s1 - 1 .20 1.44 
s1s2 14 . 50 210. 25 
8153 7. 40 54 .76 
5154 -4 . 50 20.25 
S155 1.10 1. 21 
sl56 9.50 90.25 
s15 7 6. 60 43. 56 
s158 18.90 357.21 
s159 0.20 0.04 
8160 - 0.10 0.01 
s161 -6 .60 43.56 
s162 8.90 79.21 
s163 10.60 112.36 
s164 -9 . 20 84.64 
s165 -24.00 576.00 
s166 1.40 1.96 
s167 - 1. 00 1. 00 
s168 8.90 79. 21 
E = 76. 20 E = 3,153.08 
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GROUP 8 
BFMAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES OF LOW-HATURITY SUBJECTS IN TA WITH 
MIDDLE- COHPETENCE TREATERS 
Subject 
_BCL Change BCLC2 
s169 -6.00 36 . 00 
s170 -2.20 4. 84 
s171 -7.10 50 . 41 
s172 4.80 23 . 04 
\73 -2.40 5 . 76 
s174 1. 60 2 . 56 
175 -2.20 4. 84 
8176 4 . 40 19 . 36 
8177 9.40 88.36 
8178 -8.40 70 . 56 
s179 10 . 00 100.00 
8180 10.60 112.36 
8181 7.50 56.25 
8182 12.00 144.00 
8183 -2. 10 4.41 
8!84 6.30 39.69 
8!85 -2.40 5.76 
8186 13.10 171.61 
8187 8.80 77.44 
8188 3.70 13 . 69 
81s9 12.90 166 . 41 
8190 4.40 19.36 
s19l -2.80 7. 84 
s192 -2.10 4. 41 
E = 71.80 E = 1,228.96 
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GROUP 9 
BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES, OF LOW-MATURITY SUBJECTS IN TA WITH 
Lot-I-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subject BCL Change BCLC2 
8193 3.60 12.96 
8194 14.80 219.04 
8195 9.50 90.25 
8196 2.90 8.41 
sl97 -1.70 2. 89 
sl98 12 . 60 158.76 
8199 2.00 4.00 
8
zoo 
0.90 0.81 
8201 -5.70 32.49 
8202 17.30 299.29 
8203 -3 . 10 9.61 
s204 16.50 272.25 
s205 -6.10 37.21 
s206 0 . 90 0.81 
s207 -0 . 20 0 . 04 
s2os 8.40 70 . 56 
s209 9.80 96.04 
s21o -2.50 6.25 
s211 17.10 292 , lf1 
s212 -2.40 5.76 
s213 -4.80 23 . 04 
s214 6.80 '•6. 24 
8215 -10.60 112 . 36 
8216 -4.80 23 . 04 
E = 81.20 E = 1,824 . 52 
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GROUP 10 
BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES, OF LOW-MATURITY SUBJECTS IN B MOD WITH 
HIGH-CO}~ETENCE TREATERS 
Subject BCL Change BCLC2 
s217 -10.40 108. 16 
s218 5.90 34 . 81 
s219 11. 20 125 . 44 
s220 -5.80 33.64 
s221 7 .10 50 . '•1 
s222 -13 . 30 176 . 89 
5223 1.50 2 . 25 
s224 6.30 39.69 
s225 -4.30 18.49 
s226 17 .110 302.76 
s227 14 .10 198.81 
s228 2.90 8 . 41 
s229 -5.30 28.09 
5230 11. 60 134 . 56 
s231 5.90 34 . 81 
s232 3 . 80 14.44 
s233 -7.50 56.25 
82311 3 . 70 13.69 
s235 20.20 408.04 
s236 5.50 30 . 25 
s237 -2 . 30 5.29 
s238 -9.20 84 . 64 
s239 2.30 5. 29 
s240 8.10 65.61 
E = 69 . 40 E = 1 , 980.72 
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GROUP 11 
BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUM 
OF SQUARES , OF LOW-MATURITY SUBJECTS IN B MOD \VITH 
MIDDLE-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subject BCL Change BCLC2 
---
8241 7.20 51.84 
8242 9. 10 82 . 81 
8243 -2 .50 6 . 25 
s244 3.20 10.24 
8245 5.30 . 28.09 
s246 -0 .30 0.09 
8247 0.90 0. 81 
8248 2.00 4.00 
8249 1. 20 1.44 
s2so -1.50 2.25 
8251 -9.90 98.01 
8252 20.30 412 . 09 
s253 -0.90 0.81 
825'• 5.30 28.09 
s255 0.90 0.81 
s256 -1.60 2.56 
s257 9.90 98.01 
s258 -8.10 65 . 61 
8259 13 . 30 176.89 
5260 11.10 123.21 
8261 9.20 84.64 
8262 9.80 96.04 
8263 -8 . 60 73.96 
8264 2.30 5 . 29 
E = 77.60 E = 1,453.84 
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GROUP 12 
BEHAVIOR-CHANGE SCORES, THEIR SUM AND SQUARES, AND SUH 
OF SQUARES, OF L0\-1-MATURITY SUBJECTS IN B MOD WITH 
LOW-COMPETENCE TREATERS 
Subject BCL Change BCLC2 
8265 7.40 54 .76 
8266 4.50 20.25 
8267 -3 . 70 13.69 
8268 -9.20 84.64 
8269 7.90 62.41 
8270 12.00 1114.00 
8271 -10.90 118.81 
8212 -4.40 19.36 
8273 4.90 24.01 
8274 7.60 57.76 
s275 -6.40 40.96 
8216 -8.10 65.61 
8277 14 . 70 216.09 
8278 -4 . 30 18 . 49 
8279 8.00 64 .00 
8280 5. 60 31.36 
8281 12.00 144.00 
8282 5.00 25.00 
8283 0 , l10 0.16 
8284 - 13 . 110 179 . 56 
8285 -3.30 10.89 
8286 8.40 /0. 56 
8287 4. 20 17 . 64 
s288 -13.30 176. 89 
E = 25.60 E = 1,660 .90 
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Conclusion of Step 3: 
E squared scores = 22,413.04 
Step 4. Add all the group sums to get the grand sum of 
scores : 115.8 + 100.6 + 102.8 + 90.4 + 99 .3 + 103.7 + 76.2 + 71.8 
+ 81.2 + 69.4 + 77.6 + 25.6 = 1,014.4 
Square the above and divide by the number of scor es to get the 
correction term. 
2 1,014 .1+ = 
--2~ 3,572.9'• 
Step 5. To ·get the total sum of squares (SStotal), subtract 
the correction term from the sum of squared scores. 
22,413.04 - 3,572.94 ~ 18,840 . 10 = sstotal 
Step 6. Computation of the effects of the first factor (the 
73 
over-all effects of higher versus lower maturity): first add the scores 
of the two same-matur:i. ty-level groups, disregarding the method of 
treatment and the t r eater-competence l eveL 
115.8 + 100.6 + 102 . 8 + 90 . 4 + 99.3 + 103.7 = 612.6" ~sum of higher-
maturity groups' scores. 
76.2 + 71.8 + 81.2 + 69.1+ + 77.6 + 25 .6 = 401.8 =sum of lower- maturity 
groups ' scores. 
Square the above sums , djvide by the number of scores on which 
each of the sums was based, and add the quotients . 
612~62 + ~01..8-=- :z 375,~]8. 76 + 161,41+3.24 = 
144 144 144 
536, 722_-144 - 3 , 727.24 
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Subtract the correction term from the above to get the sum 
of squares for the maturity-level factor (SSroat) 
3,727.24- 3,572.94 = 154.30 = ss t 
rna 
Step 7. To compute the effects of the second factor (the 
over-all effects of TA versus B Mod): first sum the scores of the 
two same-treatment groups, disregarding the maturity and treater-
compe tence levels. 
115.8 + 100.6 * 102.8 + 76.2 + 71.8 + 81.2 = 548.4 = sum of the TA 
groups' scores. 
90.4 + 99.3 + 103.7 + 69.4 + 77.6 + 25.6 = 466.0 = s um of the B Mod 
groups' scores. 
Square the above sums , divide by the number of scores on which each 
was based, and add the quotients. 
74 
548.42 
144 + 
466.02 
144 = 
300,742 . 56 + 217,156.00 
144 
517.898.56 
::: 144 = 3,596.52 
Then subtract the correction term. 
3,596.52- 3,572.94 = 23.58 = ss h d 
met o 
Step 8. Compute the effects of the third factor (the over-all 
effects of highes t-treater-compe t ence versus middle-treater-competence 
vers us lm.;res t-treater-competence): first sum the scores of the three 
same-level-of~treater-competence groups, disregarding the ma turity 
level and treatment method. 
115.80 + 90.40 + 76.20 + 69.40 351.80 sum of the highest-treater-
competence groups' scores. 
75 
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100.60 + 99.30 + 71 . 80 + 77 . 60 = 349.30 = sum of the middle-treater-
competence groups ' scores. 
102.80 + 103.70 + 81.20 + 25.60 = 313 . 30 =sum of the lowest-treater-
Square the above sums, divide by 
and add the 
351.802 
+ 96 
quotients . 
349 . 302 
96 + 
313.302 
96 
+ 98,156.89 
96 
the 
= 
= 
Then subtract the correction terrn . 
competence groups' scores . 
number on which each ,.,as based, 
123, 763.24 
+ 96 
343,930.62 
96 
122,010.49 
96 
= 3 , 582 . 61 
3,582 . 61- 3,572.94 = 9.67 = SS (treater competence) tc 
Step 9. To compute the interaction effects of the first and 
second factors (maturity level X treatment method): first sum the 
scort.s of the groups that have the same pairings of maturity level 
and treatment method, disregarding the treater- competence factor. 
115.80 + 100.60 + 102.80 = 319.20 = sum of the hi-mat, TA groups' 
scores . 
90.40 + 99.30 + 103.70 = 293.40 =sum of the hi-mat, B Mod groups' 
scores . 
76 . 20 + 71.80 + 81.20 = 229.20 = sum of the lo-mat, TA groups' scores. 
69 ,/_.0 + 77.60 + 25.60 172.60 = sum of the lo-mat, B Hod groups' 
scores. 
Square the above sums , divide by the number of scores on which each 
sum was based, and add the quotients. 
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2 319.20 + 
72 
2 293.40 + 
72 
2 229.20 + 
72 
172.602 
72 = 
101, 888.64 
72 
+ 
86,083 .56 
72 + 
52,532 .64 + 
72 
29 ,790.76 
72 = 
270,295.60 
72 
Subtract the correction term, the SSmat' and the SS 
meth. 
= 3,754.11 
3,754.11- 3,572.94- 154.30- 23.58 = 3.29 = SS x meth 
mat 
Step 10. To compute the interaction effects of the first 
and third factors (maturity l evel x treater competence): first sum 
the scores of the groups that have the same pairings of maturity and 
treater- competence levels, disregarding the treatment method factor . 
115.80 + 90.40 = 206.20 =sum of the hi-mat, HTC groups' scores . 
100.60 + 99.30 = 199.90 =sum of the hi-mat, MTC groups' scores. 
102.80 + 103.70 = 206 . 50 ::: sum of the hi-mat, LTC groups ' scores . 
76.20 + 69 .40 = 145 . 60 sum of the l o-mat, HTC groups ' s cores. 
71. 80 + 77.60 = ll•9. 40 =sum of the lo-mat , NTC gr oups ' scores . 
81. 20 + 25.60 = 106.80 = sum of the lo-mat, LTC groups' scores. 
Square the above s ums, divide by the scores on \<lhich each was based, 
and add the quotients . 
206.202 
48 - + 
42 ,518 .'·4 + 
48 
+ 
206.502 
48 + 
145 . 602 
48 + 
2 
149 ·'•0 
48 
_39,960.01 + 
48 
42, 642.25 
48 
+ 11,406.24 
48 
+ 
21 ,199 .36 
48 
180,046.66 
48 
+ 
= 
Subtract the correction term, the SS , and t he SS 
mat tc 
3, 750.97 - 3,572.94- 154.30- 9.67 = 14.06 = SS t X 
ma tc 
+ 
106.802 
48 
22,320.36 
48 
3 ,750. 97 
Step 11. To compute the interaction effects of the second 
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and third f actors (treatment me thod x treater competence): fi rst 
sum the scores of the groups tha·t have the same pairings of method 
and trea ter compe tence, disregarding the maturity-level f actor. 
115.80 + 76 .20 = 192.00 = sum of theTA, HTC, groups ' scores. 
100.60 + 71.80 = 172.40 =sum of theTA, MTC groups ' scores. 
102. 80 + 81. 20 = 184. 00 =· s um of t he TA, LTC groups' s cores. 
90.40 + 69.40 159.80 = sum of the B Mod, HTC groups ' scores . 
99.30 + 77.60 = 176.90 = sum of the B Mod, MTC groups ' scores. 
103.70 + 25.60 = 129 .30 = s um of the B Mod, LTC groups ' scores. 
Squar e the above sums, divide by the number of s cor es on which each 
was based , and add the quotients. 
2 192.00 + 
48 
2 172.40 
48 + 
184.002 
/ .. 8 
29,721.76 
48 + 
+ 
+ 
2 159.80 
48 
33,856.00 + 
48 
16,718.49 
48 = 
+ 
176.902 
48 
25,536 .04 
48 
173,989 . 90 
. 48 
Subtract the correction t erm, the SS and the SS • 
meth tc 
+ 
+ 
31,293. 61 
4S 
3,624.79 
3,624.79 - 3 ,572.9~- 23.58- 9.67 = 18.60 = SS X 
meth tc 
Step 12. To compute the interaction eff ects of the first, 
second, and third fac tors (maturi ty x method x treater competence): 
first square the sums of each of the experimental groups ' scor es , 
divide by the number of measures on \vhich each s um was based, and 
then add the quotients. 
115.802 
24 
100.602 + ---24 
102.802 
+ --- + 24 
90.40 
24 
99.302 + --- + 24 
103.702 
24 
77 
+ 
76.202 
24 + 
71.802 
24 + 
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81.202 
24 + 
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69.402 
24 + 
77.602 
24 + 
25.602 
24 
3,830.53 
Subtract the correction term, . the SSmat' the SSmeth' the SStc' the 
ssmat x meth' the ssmat x tc' and the ssmeth x tc• 
3,830.53 - 3,572.94 - 154.30 - 23.58 - 9.67 - 3.29 
- 14.06 - 18.60 = 34.09 ~ SS X h X 
mat met tc 
. 78 
Step 13. To compute the error-term sum of squares (SS ): 
error 
subtract SS , SS h' SS , SS x meth' SS x , SS x , 
mat met tc mat mat tc meth tc 
and SS t X h X from SSt t l ma met tc o a . 
18,840.10 - 154.30 - 23.58 - 9.67 - 3.29 - 14.06 - 18.60 
34.09 = 18,582.51 = ss 
error 
Step 14. Since the F ratios are ratios of mean squares, 
compute the degrees of freedom (df) for each of the components. 
df for SS 1 = the total number of scores minus 1. tot a 
288 - 1 = 287 
df for SS = the number of maturity levels minus 1. 
mat 
2 - 1 = 1 
df for SS tl = the number of treatment me thods minus 1. 
me 1 
2- 1 = 1 
df for SS = the number of treater-competence levels minus 1. tc 
3- 1 = 2 
df for SSmat X = the df for maturity level times the 
meth 
df for method. 
1 X 1 = 1 
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df for SS x = the df for maturity level times the df 
mat tc 
for treater compet ence. 
1 X 2 = 2 
df for SS 1 x = the df for method times the df for met 1 tc 
treater competence. 
1 X 2 = 2 
df for SS x x = the df for maturity l evel times 
mat meth tc 
the df for method times the df for treater competence . 
1 X 1 X 2 = 2 
df for SS 
error the df for sstotal minus the dfs for ssmat' 
SSroeth' SStc' SSmat X meth' SSmeth X tc' SSmat X tc' and 
SS X l X • mat roet1 tc 
287 - 1 - 1 - 2 - 1 - 2 - 2 - 2 = 276 
Step 15. Compute the mean squares as SS/df. 
ros total (not needed for this analysis) 
IDS SS 
mat = mat = 154.30 = 154.30 
1 
ros 
meth 
1 
88
meth = 23 . 58 = 23.58 
---- ---1 1 
IDS SS tc = tc ~ 9. 67 = 4.84 
2 2 
IDS X SS X 
mat meth = mat meth = 3.29 = 3.29 
1 1 
ms x tc ss X 14 . 06 7. 03 mat = mat tc = = 
2 2 
msmeth x ss meth x 18 . 60 9 . 30 tc -- tc = = 
2 2 
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IDS X X SS . X X 
mat meth tc = mat meth tc = 
2 
ms SS 
error = error = 
276 
18,582.51 = 67. 33 
276 
Step 16. The F r atios are computed as: 
msmat 154.30 
= 2.29 
ms 67.33 
error 
ms 23 . 58 _meth 
= = 0.35 
lOS 67.33 
error 
IUStc 4.84 0.07 = 6 7. 33- = ms 
error 
ms x 
mat meth = 3.29 = 0.05 
---
ms 67.33 
error 
ms t x rna tc 
ms 
error 
msmeth x tc 
ms 
error 
= 
7.03 
67 . 33 = 0. 10 
9.30 0 14 
= 67.33 = . 
ms x x 
mat meth tc 17 . 05 
= --- = 
ms 67.33 
error 
0 . 25 
34.09 = 
2 
17.05 
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